Abstract.-Understanding how development varies both inter-and intraspecifically can be important for systematic and evolutionary studies. This review will explore three different ways such understanding can be applied to evolutionary analyses. First, developmental data can be useful for homology determination. Interspecific variation in development has been thought to make developmental data poor candidates for determining homology. However, an updated developmental criterion that is more broadly comparative and mechanistic augments the available criteria used in homology determination. Second, modern cell and molecular biology are providing a better understanding of the many developmental processes involved in a structure's formation and will augment the number of characters available for phylogenetic analyses. Recent work has revealed that what had been thought to be a highly conserved developmental stage, the pharyngula (the phylotypic and zootypic stage of craniates) is highly variable. This variation can be seen in the development of such tissues as neural crest and placodes. These tissues are particularly interesting from a phylogenetic standpoint because they and the structures they form contribute to key synapomorphies of craniates. Finally, understanding developmental processes and how they form the variety of morphologies seen in nature will help in constructing the transformations that occurred during evolution. One such example involves descriptions of how lateral line development is affected in different mutant lines of zebrafish. The many species of teleost fishes express great variation in the patterns of their lateral lines, and this is often an important systematic character. Understanding the genetic basis of lateral line development would help not only in hypothesizing possible transformational series but also in determining how many genes may have been required for these transformations. [Caenorhabditis elegans; nematode Xenopus; neural crest; placode; zebrafish]
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HOMOLOGY DETERMINATION
Before beginning to score characters among different taxa for phylogenetic reconstructions, one must determine the equivalent (homologous) structures or genes across all these taxa. Such determinations can be made because homology is a fundamental concept for systematics and comparative biology in general (Donoghue, Evolution depends on genotypic variation to proceed. Historically, morphological variation has been used as a representative of this underlying genetic variation. Understanding the relationship between variations at these two levels has never been straightforward (Schmalhausen, 1986; Waddington, 1948 Waddington, , 1956 . Developmental biology provides a means to study this relationship, because development is the process by which genetic information is translated into morphological structures (Oster and Alberch, 1982) . Developmental variation would seem to be an important component for understanding evolution and is relevant across many different levels of evolutionary analyses (for example, inter-as well as intraspecific comparisons). This review will address three ways in which understanding developmental variation can assist evolutionary analyses. The first is that understanding developmental variation can help in homology determination. This is counter to most recent papers, which have argued that the variation seen in the development of the same structure across species makes developmental data less useful for homol-1992; Hall, 1994) . The definition for homology used in this paper is similarity due to continuity of information (Haszprunar, 1992; Van Valen, 1982) . This is one of the more inclusive definitions and emphasizes the dual nature of homology: similarity and the basis for that similarity, continuity of information (Donoghue, 1992) . It is important to remember this dual nature because although some form of similarity is a given for any homology concept, continuity of information as traced through evolution is just as important and is not often emphasized. Also important is the necessity for a conditional phrase when discussing a given homology (Patterson, 1982) . For example, bat and bird wings are homologous as forelimbs but not as wings. This review will concentrate on the issue of morphological homology, but many of the same issues apply to molecular homology (Patterson, 1988) . Patterson (1982) proposed three criteria (his tests) for determining homology: (1) similarity (which includes positional and developmental criteria), (2) congruence (what I will refer to as the phylogenetic criterion), and (3) conjunction (used to separate iterative homologies, that is, repetition of the same structures in an individual). Similarity can refer to overall appearance, a structure's position in different organisms, or the developmental processes that form a structure. Congruence practically equates homology with shared derived characters. Conjunction addresses issues of homology within an individual organism, unlike the other two criteria, which address issues of homology between species. Patterson considered the phylogenetic criterion the most powerful because it was the only criterion that distinguishes the relations useful to systematics. The developmental criterion historically has been important for determining homology (de Beer, 1964) and the most emphasized of the similarity tests. Although recent workers have affirmed its utility (Roth, 1984; Wagner, 1994; Striedter, 1997) , many scientists have pointed out how homologous structures can result from different developmental processes (Hall, 1995; Striedter and Northcutt, 1991) . All this has led most systematists to emphasize the phylogenetic over the developmental criterion. A major reason for this is that both similarity and continuity of information are obvious features of phylogenetic data, whereas developmental data are most often considered just in terms of similarity (Patterson, 1982) . Collazo and Fraser (1996) proposed a developmental criterion that provides a good determinant of homology, potentially as useful as the phylogenetic criterion. This differs from older applications of the developmental criterion by emphasizing the need to study more species and have a more detailed understanding of developmental processes. Generally, these older applications of the developmental criterion depended on comparisons of relatively few species and on developmental data that were quite static in nature (for example, histological sections through several different embryonic stages). A structure's development depends much on such dynamic processes as morphogenesis and differential gene expression, which are difficult if not impossible to discern from static sections. This updated developmental criterion is broadly comparative because looking at more species may reveal intermediate developmental patterns. Utilizing modern cellular and molecular methodologies also can provide a larger set of characters involved in the development of a structure. Many examples of these cellular and molecular methods have been described previously (Collazo and Fraser, 1996) . Here I will list just two examples and the nature of the characters defined from such methods. RNA in situ hybridizations reveal the position and timing of expression of a gene and each of the different genes involved in a structure's development can be considered a character. Further characters could be gained by considering such items as the relative timing of these different genes' expression, location of gene expression in the structure, and functional data on a gene's role in that structure's development. A second method is the direct observation of a cell's or group of cells lineage during development. In a few species that are transparent and have relatively few cells (such as small nematodes), individual cells can be followed directly in the microscope. However, for most species it is necessary to label ing vertebrates). The vulva of the worm is the reproductive orifice of the hermaphrodite (Fig. 1D ). This epidermal structure is morphologically simple, consisting of 22 cells in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans. A large body of work has been published on the development and evolution of this structure (see Emmons, 1997 , for a review). C. elegans provides an excellent model system for developmental studies. Genetic, molecular, and cell biological techniques have all been well worked out in this system. Developmental studies on other species of nematodes have raised the status of the cell or cells of interest with some uniquely identifiable marker, such as a fluorescent dye (Gimlich and Braun, 1986) . Many characters could be derived from such data, for example, the embryological tissue origin and position for a given structure. The specific nature of the characters provided by such developmental data will become apparent in the nematode example below.
The overlap seen among sets of developmental characters derived from a structure's ontogeny is a major point raised by Collazo and Fraser (1996) because this overlap means that developmental data can provide information on continuity. These sets could consist of characters such as the set of genes involved in a structure's formation, cellular processes involved in a structure's formation, or a combination of these. Continuity of information is the power of the phylogenetic criterion because such continuity is an obvious feature of the genealogical data used in generating phylogenetic hypotheses. When considering two sets of developmental characters, there are three possible relationships: no overlap, complete overlap, and some overlap. The fewer characters contained in a set, the more likely there is to be no overlap or a complete overlap. This helps explain the observation that homologous structures can have different ontogenies. The most likely relationship, given a comparison of at least a few characters, is that of some overlap. The extent of overlap between these sets, I would argue, can provide information on the continuity of developmental processes during evolution. The more character states that are shared, the more likely that the structures formed by these processes are homologous. Note that this does not take into account the phylogenetic information as to whether the shared elements are derived or ancestral; doing so would provide further insights, such as the direction of the evolutionary transformations.
To illustrate the variation in the development of a homologous structure and the overlap among the sets of processes involved, I will use the example of vulva formation in nematode worms (see Collazo and Fraser, 1996 , for two examples involv- (Emmons, 1997; Kornfeld, 1997) .
entiation data for the 19 species in three families studied so far illustrates the complexity of vulval development and evolution in nematode worms (Fig. 2) . This is by no means a complete list of all the processes involved in vulval development, but they represent some of the major events (reviewed in Emmons, 1997) .
There is quite a bit of overlap in the character states across these 19 species. The obvious question is how much overlap is sufficient to determine homology, and the answer is complex. Certainly one should not expect overlap across all taxa: The phylogenetic data indicate that the divergences for many of these groups are quite ancient (Blaxter et al., 1998) , giving developmental processes a great deal of time to evolve. Even so, vulval morphology is relatively conserved across nematodes, and several developmental characters seem to overlap across all 19 species. For example, all have 12 ventral epidermal cells that will form the vulva and surrounding tissues. In all species studied, half or more of these cells undergo programmed cell death. However, the overlap need not span all taxa to validate the use of developmental data for homology determination; overlaps within and among specific groups are sufficient. In all members of one family, Diplogastridae, and one species of Rhabditidae, programmed cell death eliminates all but five ventral epidermal cells, whereas in most rhabditids and at least one species of Panagrolaimidae, the number remaining is six. The number of VPCs that actually form vulval tissue is three in most of the species of nematodes shown ( Figure 2 ). Two species from the family Panagrolaimidae form a vulva from four VPCs, but their vulval morphology is distinguishable from the others because there is an extra primary cell lineage.
The seven species in the family Diplogasteridae share many aspects of vulval development, of which only a few are shown in Figure 2 . The cell lineage patterns are highly conserved in these seven species (Sommer, 1997) . The most recent molecular phylogeny of nematodes suggests that Diplogasteridae is a monophyletic taxon (Blaxter et al., 1998) , validating any intrafamilial comparisons made (however, this phylogeny included only species in the 6 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 49 nematodes as a system for studying evolution (Emmons, 1997) . Numerous evolutionary studies have concentrated on vulval development (Emmons, 1997; Felix and Sternberg, 1997; Sommer, 1997; Sommer and Sternberg, 1995) , building upon the extensive literature available on the development of this structure in C. elegans (Hill and Sternberg, 1992; Kornfeld, 1997; Sundaram and Han, 1996) .
A description of vulval development in C. elegans will illustrate the many steps involved in vulva formation (reviewed in Kornfeld, 1997) and provide a context for the interspecific comparisons (Fig. 1) . The vulval region is derived from 12 ventral epidermal cells (in nematode nomenclature these are named P1.p to P12.p); of these, 6 cells have the potential to form vulva (P3.p, P4.p, P5.p, P6.p, P7.p, and P8.p) and are called vulval precursor cells (VPCs). Numerous genetic and cell ablation studies have shown the developmental potential of these cells (Kornfeld, 1997) . Normally, only three (P5.p, P6.p, and P7.p) go on to form the vulva, P6.p adopting the primary vulval cell fate, the other two adopting a secondary vulval cell fate (Fig. 1B) . These three cells undergo stereotypical cell divisions to form the 22 vulval cells (Fig. 1C) . The remaining three VPCs adopt a tertiary nonvulval cell fate. They each divide once, and the resulting cells fuse to form a multinucleate epidermal cell called hyp7. The anchor cell, a cell in the gonad that borders a VPC (specifically, P6.p) and signals with an epidermal growth factor, induces the primary cell fate. The now-induced P6.p cell then signals its two neighboring cells to adopt the secondary cell fate. Cells that do not receive these signals adopt a tertiary cell fate. The hyp7 cell produces an inhibitory signal overcome by the anchor cell and the primary vulval cell.
The phylogenetic criterion supports the claim that the vulvae of different nematode species are homologous, even though comparisons among nematode species reveal variation in vulval development. However, the updated developmental criterion discussed above also can be useful in supporting vulval homology across nematodes. Plotting different developmental character states derived from cell lineage and differgenera Pristionchus and Aduncospiculum ). Cell ablation studies reveal that cell P8.p cannot contribute to the vulva in five of the seven species. In four of the seven species, the P7.p cell can adopt the primary cell fate when challenged. Overlapping character states are also seen in the rhabditid species C. elegans, in which P8.p can contribute to the vulva and P7.p can adopt the primary cell fate.
Another character state that overlaps extensively is the central position of the vulva. The three species of rhabditid worms with a posterior vulva are interesting because the same cells (VPCs) make the vulva as in those species with a central vulva. The difference arises, in part, because in these three species the VPCs migrate to a posterior position (Sommer and Sternberg, 1994) . Again one observes that developmental cell origin is highly conserved across these species.
Dependence of vulval induction on the gonad (or more specifically, on the anchor cell in some species) is found in most species and across all three families shown (Fig. 2) . Two species of rhabditids (Teratorhabditis palmarum and Mesorhabditis sp. PS1179) do not depend on the gonad for vulval induction, and though they both have posterior vulvae, this is not sufficient to explain this difference because another rhabditid with a posterior vulva (Cruznema tripartitum ) does require the gonad for vulval induction. In fact, vulval induction in Cruznema is delayed until the anchor cell moves posteriorly (Sommer and Sternberg, 1994) . In the family Diplogastridae (all members of which have a centrally located vulva), two species do not need the gonad for vulval induction, whereas the remaining five species do (Sommer, 1997) . However, although these two species can form a vulva after gonad ablation, it is important to note that this does not occur in every experimentally manipulated individual. In fact in Goodeyus only two of the three VPCs (P5.p and P6.p) can go on to form normal vulval lineages in gonad-ablated animals. The loss of a role for the gonad in vulval induction appears to be partial in these two species (Sommer, 1997) . Although these data suggest an order by which vulval formation independent of gonad induction 2 4) The tertiary VPCs form two to four progeny each; (6) the tertiary VPCs form six progeny each; (I) Vulva induction is anchor cell independent; (G) vulva induction is gonad independent; all remaining species depend on either anchor cell or gonad for vulva induction (d). (1-3) Two-step induction of the vulva by the gonad occurs at larval stages L1 and L3; (2-3) two-step induction of the vulva by the gonad occurs at larval stages L2 and L3; (2) one-step induction of the vulva at stage L2. (7) This refers to the P7.p cell and whether it can adopt a primary VPC fate; those species in which it cannot have the seven crossed out. Poikilolaimus belongs to the family Rhabditidae but its position in the family is uncertain. Pseudodiplogast. = Pseudodiplogasteroides. The phylogeny shown comes mainly from two references (Blaxter et al., 1998; Sommer and Sternberg, 1995) and the developmental data from several more (Emmons, 1997; Felix and Sternberg, 1997; Sommer, 1997; Sommer and Sternberg, 1994) . See text for discussion. and the posterior shift of the vulva (in a few species) may have evolved (gonad dependence-loss of gonad induction-posterior migration of vulva), without a more resolved phylogenetic hypothesis it is impossible to polarize these transformations. That Cruznema still has anchor cell induction of its vulva and a posterior position may even argue for a reverse order. This independence of vulval induction from the gonad and its anchor cell is thought to have evolved at least twice in nematode worms (Sommer and Sternberg, 1994) .
In C. elegans, vulval induction by the gonad and the subsequent patterning of the vulval cells by lateral signals to inner and outer fates occurs at almost the same time (Fig. 1) . In two other species of Rhabditidae and one species of panagrolaimid worm, these two events are temporally separated and both depend on gonad induction (Felix and Sternberg, 1997) . Interestingly, in the panagrolaimid worm, these two inductions occur earlier than in the other two species, suggesting a heterochronic event during evolution (Felix and Sternberg, 1997) . In this example C. elegans has a unique character state compared with that of the other three species, which have a two-step induction. The two-step induction reveals an overlap between two families (Rhabditidae and Panagrolaimidae) for this character state (Fig. 2) . Finally, one should consider the ease with which these transformations could occur during evolution. In C. elegans, several single-gene mutations can result in extra vulvae forming independently of gonad signaling, which suggests that gonad independence could evolve from changes in relatively few genes.
All the above examples were chosen not to answer how much overlap is sufficient to determine homology but to illustrate the nature and extent of the overlap in characters observed. These overlaps illustrate the continuity of information provided by developmental data, like a line of overlapping circles wherein the two ends may share no characters but are united by all the intermediate connections. Developmental mechanisms involved in worm vulval formation do vary, but when plotted out, they demonstrate that several species share at least one, and usually more, character states. Members of the same family often have shared character states. Data on a broad taxonomic assemblage of nematodes allow one to observe intermediate overlaps between character sets.
The availability of more criteria for homology determination, such as the developmental criterion discussed, can only assist this often-difficult process. It may be that the susceptibility to homoplasy (convergence and parallelism) differs among these criteria, allowing one to resolve homologies by using the criterion least affected by the homoplasy occurring. Data based on continuity of information should be less susceptible to the problem of homoplasy than criteria based solely on external similarity. Homoplasies are some of the most confounding factors to phylogenetic systematics (Wake, 1991) . The deemphasizing of developmental data for homology determination is particularly ironic at a time when more developmental data are being collected and analyzed in an evolutionary context.
VARIATION WITHIN A "CONSERVED" DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE
The previous section explored how modern cellular and molecular biological methods can provide more developmental characters and the role that these sets of characters may have in homology determination. These same methods also have the potential to provide more characters for use in phylogenetic analyses. A seeming limitation to gathering more developmental characters, that early developmental stages of different species of animals are more conserved, is one of the oldest "laws" in comparative embryology (Gilbert, 1988) . Two 19th century embryologists, Haeckel and von Baer, were critical in establishing this "law" (Gould, 1977) . With less variation at earlier stages, fewer developmental data would be available. This section will review more recent data from developmental and evolutionary studies and will illustrate that early development varies far more than has been previously thought. In particular, I will explore developmental variation in what had been thought to be a highly conserved vertebrate developmental stage, the members of this taxon look most similar (Slack et al., 1993) . The zootype is the point in development when genes specifying relative positions, such as Hox genes, are being expressed. Both of these stages often occur at the same point in development and are thought to be a defining feature of animals (see Slack et al. [1993] for a discussion). Duboule (1994) has proposed that the need for the sequential operation of the Hox genes in body patterning has restricted the possible alterations in pharyngula stages during evolution, hence their highly conserved nature. Although the pharyngula stage is widely recognized, the morphological features that define this point in development can vary rather widely, making it difficult to define in some cases (Duboule, 1994) . In fact, whether such a stage actually exists in vertebrates recently has been challenged (Richardson et al., 1997 (Richardson et al., , 1998 . Reexaminations of the morphological features of pharyngula stages across taxa reveal great variability, for example, in somite numbers (Richardson et al., 1998) . What follows are further examples of the variation visible at pharyngula (Ballard, 1981; Slack et al., 1993) . This expands on the recent findings that the pharyngula stage is morphologically quite variable across vertebrates (Richardson et al., 1997 (Richardson et al., , 1998 . These examples all illustrate how modern cellular and molecular biological methods can provide more phylogenetic characters from developmental data, even at relatively early developmental stages.
Recent workers have shown that early development can vary quite extensively (Raff et al., 1991) , even within closely related species, such as sea urchins (Raff et al., 1991; Wray and McClay, 1989) , amphibians (Collazo, 1990; Elinson, 1987) , and vertebrates in general (Elinson, 1987) . By early development, I refer to those stages from fertilization through neurulation (gastrulation for such taxa as sea urchins, which do not undergo neurulation). Elinson (1987) has shown how such early stages as initial cleavages and gastrula can vary quite extensively across vertebrates. Figure 3 illustrates one example of how early development can vary. Gastrulation, the creation of the three main germ layers from a single layer, is of particular interest because this is a stage all animals pass through during development. The expression of fibronectin molecules on the blastocoel roof just before and during gastrulation varies between salamanders and frogs ( Fig. 3 ; Boucaut et al., 1985; Collazo, 1994) . This variation in fibronectin expression pattern includes the timing of its onset and the relative amounts expressed. Examining an outgroup taxon (the sturgeon, an ancestral actinopterygian fish) demonstrated that the salamander pattern, consisting of two characters (a relatively early onset and greater amount of fibronectin expression), is the derived one (Collazo, 1994 ). An analogous example of molecular heterochrony was also shown in sea urchins (Wray and McClay, 1989) .
Until recently, only one stage remained that was still thought to be highly conserved across vertebrates, the tailbud or pharyngula (Ballard, 1981) . The pharyngula has been called the phylotypic stage and zootype. The phylotypic stage has been defined as the point during development when the basic body plan for a particular higher-level taxa is visible and when all the 2000 COLLAZO-DEVELOPMENTAL VARIATION AND HOMOLOGY 9 FIGURE 3. Molecular heterochrony in the pattern of fibronectin expression on the blastocoel roof in amphibians. In the salamander species studied so far (top row), the expression of fibronectin begins well before the beginning of gastrulation, whereas in the three species of anurans studied it begins just before gastrulation is initiated (bottom row). Between the boxes are diagrams illustrating a cross-section of blastula or gastrula stages with the animal pole towards the top, dorsal to the right, and the blastocoel inside. The stage numbering used corresponds to that of Xenopus laevis. Dark circles represent fibronectin fibril expression viewed from the side. The ancestral pattern is the anuran one, based on using the sturgeon as an outgroup. See Collazo (1994) for references and more discussion. the pharyngula stage involving tissues for which development begins at and proceeds through this stage. These examples illustrate the nature of the developmental data available as characters and the extent of variation visible at the pharyngula stage.
The tissues studied are the neural crest and epidermal placodes, ectodermally derived embryonic tissues that are unique to craniates (Northcutt and Gans, 1983; Baker and Bronner-Fraser, 1997a) . Neural crest forms the body pigmentation and much of the peripheral nervous system (Hall and Horstadius, 1988; Le Douarin, 1982; Baker and Bronner-Fraser, 1997b) . Epidermal placodes form the paired sensory structures and the remaining portion of the peripheral nervous system (Webb and Noden, 1993) . Neural crest cells are migrating and undergoing differentiation during the pharyngula stage. The placodes develop later and are just beginning their migration and differentiation at this stage. Phylogenetically these tissues are important because they form most of the craniate synapomorphies (Janvier, 1981; Maisey, 1986) . If one were to look for developmental variations in the pharyngula, these two tissues would seem to be relevant candidates to study. Fluorescent labeling and computer-aided imaging of these labeled cells in vivo provide a powerful technique for studying variation in a migrating tissue (Collazo and Fraser, 1996) .
There is variation in the segmental pattern of trunk neural crest cell migration (Fig. 4) . In amniotes, represented by chickens and mice, the neural crest cells in the trunk migrate through the anterior but not posterior half of the somite (Rickmann et al., 1985) . In Xenopus, the neural crest cells migrate mostly along the posterior half of the somite, although there are cells in the rostral region (Krotoski et al., 1988; Collazo et al., 1993) . In zebrafish, the cells initially migrate along the whole somite but then converge towards the middle of the somite (Raible et al., 1992) . One possible explanation for this variation is the nature of the somitic environment neural crest cells migrate through in amniotes. Somites consist of three regions that contribute to different mesodermal tissues: the myotome, which will form muscle; the dermatome, which will form the dermis of the skin; and the sclerotome, which will form the vertebrae of the adult. The sclerotome is derived from the ventromedial portion of the somite and undergoes an epithelialmesenchymal transformation (Keynes and Stern, 1988; Ordahl, 1993) . Trunk neural crest cells migrating through the somite move almost exclusively through the sclerotome in amniotes. Neural crest cells emerge along all the neural tube, but some cue intrinsic to the somite restricts them to the rostral half (Bronner-Fraser and Stern, 1991) . In Xenopus and zebrafish, the corresponding neural crest cells migrate between the somite (not through) and the neural tube (Collazo et al., 1993; Raible et al., 1992) . These two species have a relatively cell poor sclerotome compared with that of amniotes and therefore may not be receiving patterning cues. This could explain why Xenopus and zebrafish neural crest cells do not have their migration pattern restricted in the same way as in amniotes. In fact, in zebrafish, the neural crest cells in the trunk do not appear to contact the sclerotome (Raible et al., 1992) , so any signal from the sclerotome to the neural crest would have to be diffusible. Another, not mutually exclusive, explanation may involve interspecific differences in the expression of molecules that guide migration. 10 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 49 FIGURE 4. Migration pathway taken by trunk neural crest cells. In zebrafish, the neural crest cells migrate along the whole somite and converge toward the central portion as development proceeds (Raible et al., 1992) . In the frog, Xenopus laevis, neural crest cells primarily migrate along the caudal portion of the somite but there are cells in the rostral region (Krotoski et al., 1988) . In amniotes, chickens and mice, the neural crest cells migrate along the rostral but not the caudal portion of the somite (Bronner-Fraser, 1993; BronnerFraser and Stern, 1991; Teillet et al., 1987). 1996). Although one might generalize that all frogs are like Xenopus and salamanders, recent work by Olsson and Hanken (1996) suggests a more complex situation. In their fluorescent labeling studies on Bombina orientalis, a phylogenetically basal frog, they demonstrated that cranial neural crest cells in this species begin migration before neural tube closure. Xenopus and other members of the family Pipidae represent a relatively derived clade of frogs (Cannatella and Trueb, 1988) . The unusual character state seen in Xenopus lends further credence to arguments against its use as a model for frog development (Cannatella and De Sa, 1993 ). Olsson and Hanken described other characters that vary during the pharyngula stage. Cranial neural crest cells form two streams that split into three in B. orientalis; in Xenopus, four species of Rana, and Eleutherdactylus coqui, however, three streams are visible from inception. There is a large crest-free zone between the first (mandibular) and second (hyoid) streams in B. orientalis. This gap is smaller in Xenopus and E. coqui and is nearly gone in Rana. This is only a small sample but these data are congruent with the current phylogenetic relationship proposed for these four species (Ford and Cannatella, 1993) . The mandibular stream is more massive than the other streams in B. orientalis, Rana, and a toad, Bufo bufo, whereas all three streams are approximately the same size in Xenopus. The evolutionary polarities of these transformations remain to be determined. What can be concluded from interspecific comparisons is that developmental variation exists among anuran pharyngula stages.
The above represents just a sampling of the variation apparent at the pharyngula stage. Although it is still possible that this developmental stage is more highly conserved across species than others, the finding that this much variation can be found in so few species is interesting and confirms recent observations on morphological variation in the pharyngula stage (Richardson et al., 1997) . One might expect variation when comparing such divergent taxa as zebrafish and chick, but certainly variation within anurans is more surprising and confirms that the pharyngula stage has not been static during the course of evolution.
Only recently have candidate molecules been found that may play a role in the rostral but not caudal migration of trunk neural crest cells in amniotes (Wang and Anderson, 1997; Krull et al., 1995 Krull et al., , 1997 . This work has been done in chicken and rodent embryos. Two molecules are glycoproteins bound by peanut agglutinin (PNA) and, when blocked, allow neural crest cells to migrate in the caudal as well as rostral halves of the somite (Krull et al., 1995) . Other candidate molecules belong to the Eph family of receptor tyrosine kinases now known as ephrins (Krull et al., 1997; Wang and Anderson, 1997) . Both receptors and ligands have been identified, and not only are their expression patterns complementary (receptor is expressed in the rostral half, whereas the corresponding ligand is expressed in the caudal half of the somite), but also, functional perturbations allow neural crest cells to migrate in the caudal half of the somite (Krull et al., 1997) . Although homologues of these molecules have been isolated in zebrafish (Bovenkamp and Greer, 1997; Xu et al., 1994 Xu et al., , 1995 Xu et al., , 1996 , it is not known if their expression correlates with the trunk neural crest migration pattern. In Xenopus, ephrins appear to be involved in the segmental migration of cranial neural crest but nothing is known about their involvement in trunk neural crest migration (Smith et al., 1997) . It is not improbable that different molecules are involved in regulating the pattern of trunk neural crest migration in amniotes, Xenopus and zebrafish.
Variation is also seen in the development of cranial neural crest cells across species. In chickens and salamanders, the neural tube in the head region closes at the end of neurulation and the neural crest cells then begin to migrate, much as in the trunk of all species (Le Douarin, 1982) . In the frog Xenopus laevis and rodents, the cranial neural crest cells have been thought to begin migration before the neural tube closes (Sadaghiani and Thiebaud, 1987; Tan and Morriss-Kay, 1985; Osumi-Yamashita et al., 1994) . Time-lapse videomicroscopy of fluorescently labeled cranial neural crest has shown that in Xenopus, cranial neural crest cells do not begin migrating until after neural tube closure (Collazo and Fraser, Given this variation, the significance of the phylotypic stage warrants some reexamination. Developmental characters have not been utilized very much in phylogenetic reconstructions. The variation available at what was thought to be a highly conserved stage, the pharyngula, suggests that development can provide a wealth of characters.
EVOLUTIONARY TRANSFORMATIONS
IN DEVELOPMENT The bulk of studies in the area of development and evolution address the issue of how changes in developmental mechanisms may explain the resulting changes seen in evolution (Akam et al., 1994; DeSalle et al., 1996; Alberch, 1980; Alberch and Gale, 1985; Wake and Larson, 1987; Raff and Raff, 1987) . These types of studies typically do not use developmental data to create phylogenies but instead map out developmental transformations onto known phylogenies. This is a powerful approach and the number of studies that unify these two fields has been increasing. In this section I provide one example of such an approach, looking at variation within a vertebrate developmental genetic model system. In this case the variation being studied is intraspecific instead of the interspecific examples in the previous two sections. The approach taken with developmental genetic systems such as Drosophila melanogaster and C. elegans has provided a wealth of developmental data that can be studied in an evolutionary context. As noted above in the discussion of vulval development, several mutants within C. elegans replicate differences seen across worm species. The understanding of development provided by mutant analyses has been extremely important and, although some evolutionary hypotheses have arisen from such analyses, these data have been underutilized. Unfortunately, vertebrate taxa are rarely as simple to manipulate genetically or molecularly as C. elegans.
The zebrafish, a teleost, has become a powerful model system for vertebrate developmental studies because of the relative ease in manipulating this system genetically (Driever et al., 1994) . Many mutants have been isolated, and study of mutations in structures that are of phylogenetic interest should be instructive. One example is the morphology of the hyoid bone in different mutants, which suggests that the three genes studied are on the same morphogenetic pathway (Kimmel et al., 1998) . Another interesting candidate, and the focus of this section, is the placode-derived lateral line mechanosensory structure of aquatic craniates. This structure varies across fish taxa and is often used as a systematic character (Nelson, 1984) . Few lateral line mutants of zebrafish have been described (Whitfield et al., 1996) because mutations in this structure were not the focus of the two major zebrafish screens (Driever et al., 1996; Haffter et al., 1996) . In fact, very few of the identified mutants have been scored to see if they have defects in their lateral line systems. The development of the lateral line system in wild-type zebrafish has been well described Metcalfe, 1985 Metcalfe, , 1989 Metcalfe et al., 1985) , with most of these studies concentrating on the posterior lateral line placode, the largest and farthest migrating.
The lateral line system of vertebrates is thought to form from five different placodes (Northcutt et al., 1995) . Ancestrally, actinopterygians have three lateral lines running along the trunk-tail and these form from three migrating primordia. Zebrafish have three lines, but development appears to differ from the ancestral pattern in that there are initially two migrating primordia, of which the most ventral one divides to form the third primordium . In adult fish, one of these trunk-tail lateral lines typically sinks into a canal to form a single line running along the body; this distinct landmark is often used by fish systematists. The lateral line varies greatly across teleosts: Some species have greatly reduced lateral lines such as clupeids (herrings), whereas some species of hexagrammids (greenlings) have as many as five lines in the trunk-tail (Bond, 1979; Nelson, 1984) . Mutated genes that perturb lateral line development in zebrafish may provide testable examples of how such transformations occurred during evolution. For example, if a mutant gene or group of genes (most of these being loss of function mutations) gives a pattern similar to that seen in a given teleost species, one could examine 12 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 49 system ; floating head (flh), no notochord, but head development is normal (Talbot et al., 1995) ; no tail (ntl), no differentiated notochord or tail, but again, head development is normal (Halpern et al., 1993) ; Spadetail (spd), no differentiated muscle in trunk because this trunk mesoderm migrates into tail, and again head development is normal . The phenotypic effects of the mutant genes cyc (Collazo and Fraser, 1996: Fig. 5 ) and oep are most strongly seen in the head, where they result in a single, anteriorly located eye. The lateral line defects in these mutants are minimal, given the severe defects in the head. The phenotypic effects of two other mutants, flh (Collazo and Fraser, 1996: Fig. 5 ) and ntl, are restricted to the trunk and tail, the heads being essentially normal: The head lateral lines appear normal, although the lateral line in the mutant's truncated tail is missing, and the few neuromasts derived from the posterior lateral line placode that form in the trunk are shifted ventrally from their normal position. The fifth mutant, spadetail (spd), also has a normal head and severe defects in the trunk and tail; however, its trunk and tail defects are different from those of flh and ntl. Unlike flh and ntl, spd has no neuromasts in the tail or trunk, even after a week of development (many days after the lateral line should have formed). Although flh, ntl, and spd all disrupt the migration pathway whether this species has mutations in the homologous gene(s) or whether the placode's development is perturbed in a similar manner. As the mutations that play a defined role in lateral line development become isolated, it may be possible to roughly estimate the number of genes involved in particular aspects of this structure's formation.
How might lateral line development be perturbed in mutant zebrafish? The lateral line can be visualized fluorescently in living embryos with the dye 4-Di-2-Asp, which labels the hair cells of differentiated neuromasts (Fig. 5; Collazo and Fraser, 1996) . The timing of neuromast differentiation in wild-type zebrafish has been studied and provides comparative material for the mutant analyses (Metcalfe, 1989; Collazo and Fraser, unpubl.) . By labeling mutant embryos at stages when the lateral line should be differentiated, one can visualize how a given mutated gene affects lateral line formation (Collazo and Fraser, unpubl.) . The five mutants chosen affect different regions of the developing embryo and potentially different regions of the lateral line. The following mutant strains were analyzed: cyclops (cyc), characterized by a single anterior eye and having relatively normal postcranial development (Hatta et al., 1991) ; one-eyed-pinhead (oep), defective in prechordal plate mesoderm and dorsalventral specification of the central nervous taken by the posterior lateral line placode, the disruption caused by the spd mutant is more severe.
The posterior lateral line placode migrates along the horizontal myoseptum, which is missing in flh, ntl, and spd mutants. In flh and ntl, the posterior lateral line placode still migrates, but in an ectopic position, at the interface between the ventral portions of the somites and the yolk sac. The somites in these two mutants never differentiate to form the characteristic chevron shape and horizontal myoseptum, presumably because they lack the inducing notochord and muscle pioneer cells . It would be interesting to see whether the nine other mutants that also lack the horizontal myoseptum have the same lateral line defects as flh and ntl. One might expect that they would. Six other mutants have defective somites but still form a horizontal myoseptum. With these mutants, one can dissect genetically the influence of somite from the influence of the horizontal myoseptum on lateral line formation. Spd mutants are first apparent at gastrula stages and have a massive reduction in the paraxial mesoderm that will form the somites in the trunk. Many of these trunk paraxial mesoderm cells migrate into the tail, where they form a large mass. What is not known in this mutant is whether the lack of posterior neuromasts is due to inhibition of the placode's migration or to the prevention of neuromast differentiation after the placode migrates. Although it is possible that spd mutants never even form the posterior lateral line placode, this is not likely because the head lateral line placodes form normal lateral line structures. These mutations are all upstream to lateral line formation and have phenotypic effects that begin well before the lateral line placodes even form.
These five mutations were not isolated for their effects on lateral line development, but three do in fact have lateral line defects. Even though these mutations have an indirect effect on lateral line development, the discussion above illustrates how they still reveal specific and testable changes in lateral line placode migration (for example, the role of the horizontal myoseptum on placode primordium migration). It is more difficult to determine whether the effects of these mutations on the posterior lateral line reflect patterns seen in other species, because these mutations have such dramatic effects on other structures, and the early pattern of lateral line migration is so poorly understood in other teleost species. All these mutations are lethal, which means the effects on the adult lateral line pattern of such early changes are unknown. I doubt that the mutations in these three genes themselves will be directly useful in understanding the evolutionary loss of posterior lateral lines in some teleost lineages. However, understanding the effects of changes in the external environment through which a lateral line primordium migrates could prove useful in deciding what substrate molecules or developmental structures should be investigated in the developing embryos of species without posterior lateral line structures. With future mutagenesis studies scoring specifically for lateral line defects, more zebrafish mutants with lateral line defects should become available. These new mutants could provide even better examples of developmental variation that mimics interspecific variation.
CONCLUSION
This paper attempts to deal with developmental variation at different levels. The first two sections dealt mainly with interspecific variation, whereas the last dealt more with intraspecific variation that was genetically induced. An important issue is the need to bring new experimental methods to the study of evolution (Zimmer, 1994) . Most of the examples discussed above have emphasized modern cell and molecular biology techniques used to address developmental issues such as cell lineage and migration as well as gene expression patterns. These are not meant to replace older methods but to complement them by adding more data and possibly solving historically difficult problems.
Homology and its relationship to developmental data have certainly received a great deal of attention (Hall, 1994; Bolker and Raff, 1996; Collazo and Fraser, 1996) . There have always been workers who stated the utility of developmental data for Teleosts are the most speciose clade of actinopterygian (ray finned) fishes-in fact, of vertebrates-and represent an enormous diversity of morphological and ecological forms (Lauder and Liem, 1983) . The lateral line system, a mechanosensory structure, can vary markedly across species, ranging from extensive to nearly nonexistent. Most likely, selective forces have played a role in the evolution of this important sensory structure. Studying the development of the lateral line presents no major technical challenges, for it is a superficial structure. Thus, the lateral line provides a good system for developmental and evolutionary studies. Zebrafish mutagenesis analyses could potentially provide an estimate of the number of genes that may be involved in a given morphological change in the structure of the lateral line during fish evolution. Certainly these analyses would be helpful in understanding the ease (in terms of gene number required) with which transformations in lateral line patterns could occur during evolution. Developmental data, whether used in an interspecific or intraspecific context, provide an important source of information for understanding evolution.
homology determination (Goodwin, 1994; Roth, 1984; Wagner, 1994) . Their work has provided important background and support materials for the points raised here. Although development does represent a different hierarchical level of biological organization than morphology and the two do not have a one-to-one correspondence (Striedter and Northcutt, 1991) , this does not negate the utility of development for determination of morphological homology. If the development of a structure is considered as a set of characters, then variation in the number of elements and types of processes will be expected when structures are compared. However, the structures being compared need to be individualized; that is, they share a minimal degree of complexity, differentiation, and genetic/epigenetic autonomy (Wagner, 1989) . Also one must be careful when trying to reduce morphological homology to underlying molecular homologies (Dickinson, 1995; Bolker and Raff, 1996; Collazo and Fraser, 1996) . Molecular data are an important component for characterizing a structure's development but because of the occurrence of such evolutionary events as genetic piracy (defined by Roth, 1988 , as the coopting of a gene from one structure's development to that of another), these data need to be combined with other developmental data and with the expression patterns of other relevant molecules.
The pharyngula, the phylotypic and zootypic stage of vertebrates, has been thought to be highly conserved, but looking at the development of the neural crest reveals interspecific variation. This agrees with recent studies that argue that there is no conserved stage in vertebrate development (Richardson et al., 1997 (Richardson et al., , 1998 . A detailed understanding of cellular and molecular aspects of development has enabled this level of resolution. The taxonomic representation discussed in this paper is quite limited and data on more taxa are needed. As more developmental data are collected, especially in more taxa, more characters will be available for phylogenetic analyses. If variation can be described in what had been thought to be a highly conserved stage such as the pharyngula, then developmental studies potentially could yield many more characters.
